**PROBLEM**
Blockchain technology is not being used to its full potential, but speculative demand is hampering development. So far, projects have been unable to create favorable ecosystems. Cryptocurrency is too volatile and unstable to be used in the mass market. Current projects are in wide demand only in the shadow economy.

**THE ECOSYSTEM CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:**
- A crypto bank: able to issue virtual cards with multicurrency wallets
- An exchange where cryptocurrency and fiat money can be changed instantly
- A variety of business services combining work systems for users
- Fintech partners and data centers to store payment history
- Its own blockchain for financial transactions, data storage, clearing and business

**PRODUCT AND ECOSYSTEM**
The FOTON product is a complete LIGHTNET ecosystem based on its own LIGHT and LIGHT SECURE blockchain – Utility today, StableCoin for holders tomorrow.

The project is designed to bring blockchain into the open and create a business model on blockchain principles. Stable-tokens for every business and audience for settlements and financial reporting. Acquiring functions and other services for business. A full-fledged cryptobank of the future.
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**CURRENT STAGE**
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**NUMBER OF COINS**: 5,000,000,000

**PRICE OF A COIN**: $0.01

**STAGE 1: TOKENSALE**
- Investment collection for the further product realization
- Easy manage all multi-cryptos and do instant payments using our mobile and web-based cryptobanking app built on a blockchain platform
- The own blockchain will let you develop different financial and social institutions and control them through the own decentralized register

**STAGE 2: BUSINESS**
- Acquiring for business
- Partnership and banking APIs
- StableCoin development
- StableCoin for business
- Decentralized CryptoCurrency Exchange

**PLATFORM**
- Provides a decentralized economic platform that allows clients to access various services, including exchange and LIGHT / LIGHT SECURE blockchain
- The decentralized crypto economy platform enables a client to choose all services from a single system, whether it is cryptocurrency-to-fiat exchange, stable coin emission, Escrow or deposits. The client can transact hassle-free thanks to the smart contracts

**STABLECOIN**
- Crypto economy system of the platform for business without any volatility risk